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Abstract 

The multinomial legit. model allowing for specification error was 

used to analyze frequency data on the number of households purchasing 

alternative forms of orange juice. The results indicate that the odds 

or choosing. frozen concentrated. orange jl.lice,. ready-to-serve orange 

jute& or both: product forms relative- ·to. the. choice.· of not consuming 

orange, ju.ice:- increase, or· remain unchanged. with income, have negative 

own-price. and positive or- neutral cross-price relationships, decrease 

in the surrmer, and. are. positively related to the previous period's · 

odds~ suggesting the influence of habits in market participation. 

Key words: orange juice, frozen, ready-to-serve, market participa~ 

tion,. multinomial Togit. 
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Orange Juic• Market Participation: 
A Multinomial Log,t. Analysis of Frequency Data 

on Purchases of Alternative Product Forms 

Market ·p'articipation ts an important aspect of orange juice 

demand_ The. demand. for- orange- Juice :t' or- any product in genera 1 , can 

be decomposed. into two parts: a market-participation component 

involving: number of buyers and a. quantity-per-buyer component. The 

decomposition can be useful for understanding and describing consumer 

behavior and has received increasing attention in the literature 

(e.g·., Tobin; Amemiya, 1984; Lee and Trost; Thraen, Hammond, and 

Buxton; McDonald and Moffitt; Myers and Liverpool; Tilley; Hanemann; 

Wales and Wood.land; Brown). In particular, Brown's study indicates 

the: importance of market participation for- orange juice. In that 

study the own-price elasticity for orange juice was found to be -1.4 

with about ha 1 f the effect due to consumers entering or exiting the 

market and: the other ha 1 f re 1 atecl. to changes in quantities purchased 

per buy_er. · Although sellers are ultimately interested in total 

demand·, information on the decomposition of demand can be useful. For 

example, in developing. advertising and . promotional programs, 

information: on market participation, as well as: information on 

quanti·ty demanded,' can be, useful in determining the different weights 

g,iven to attracting_ new buyers:. anci increasing the demands of repeat 

buyers-_ 

In· the· present- study, market- part-icipation for orange juice is 

furth.er examined· with attention focused_ on frozen concentrated orange 

juica (FCOJ) and ready-to-serve orange juice (RTSOJ). Frequency data 

related to- number of purchasing households for four categories -- only 



·-FCOJ, consumers, onl_y RTSOJ, consumers, consumers of both FCOJ and 

RTSOJ,, _and nonconsumers. of orange juice -- are- anaTyzed using a muTt,

nomi a T logi t mode 1 • Market parti ci pati on in these categories has 

changed_ substanti a 11 y in recent years, underlying the expansion in 

RTSOJ,. sales,_ and. leveling, off and: decline in FCOJ sales.. Retail 

grocery store sales. data.. provided. by A •. C-. Nielsen Ca .. , show- that from· 
, , 

1970-71 (December 1970: through" November 1971) to 1985-86, sales of 

orange- juice more than doubled·, growing from· 404.6' million single 

strength equivalent (SSE) gallons to 884.1 million SSE gallons. Over 

this- period., RTSOJ gallon sales grew from 22.6% to 51.4% of the total 

gallon sales. while FCOJ gallon sales fell from 77.4% to 48.6% of the 

tota.l. Data orr other fruit juices also indicate orange juice has been 

and: conti.nues:. to.: be the, most popular fruit juice. In 1986 orange 

juice comprised 63.5% of total fruit juice gallon sales, and fruit 

juice gallons sales, overall, grew 38.8% from 1978 to 1986 (Stacy). 

Market. participation··· data provided by NPO Research, Inc., provide 

insight into the changes irr the orange juice market. The NPO data 

indicate. that from 1977' to . 1986 the annual average percentage of 

orange juice consumers who purchased only FCOJ fell from 72% to 50% 

while the·_·percentage_ who purchased. only .RTSOJ rose from 21% to 39%, 

and. the percentage· who purchased both _ RTSOJ and FCOJ rose· from 7% to 
- . , . 

IlS .. . - Monthly NPD data. indicate ·.additional variation in the 
. . - . . 

percentages. _associated: with changes. in prices,. income·, and other 

demand ractors. _ suggesting:· underlying causal relationships. _ These 

implied· demand relatior,ships are- the focus of attention of the 

remainder or.this. paper-., 

. 



Model 

The.- mutt; nomi al logi t. (MNL) speci fi cation- suggested· by Parks was 

used· to analyze, the frequency data on purchasing. different FC0J-RTS0J 

mixes. The, MNL probability that a consumer cheeses product mix i {i=0 

for noncansumers of' orange juice~ i=l far- only FCOJ consumers, i=2: fer 

onTy· RTSOJ' consumers, ·and i=3 f"or- consumers of bath FCOJ and. 

RTSOJJ i rt month- t can· be written· as· 

(1.) pit= 

pt:: o· 

s·J-~ X1 t· + Vi t 
e · , i: 1, 2, 3 

1 + i e~i- xjt + vjt 
j=l 

1 , 
3. 8~ X ·t + V ·t 

l.+re-J J-. J 
j=l 

where· the; X •·s ara vectors of exp 1 anatory vari ab 1 es, the BI s are 

parameter· vectors, and the VI s ·are error terms associated with the 

speci fi cati ~n. The probabi li ti es are norma 1 i zed with respect to the 

zero- purchase category for- convenience. 

Replacing probability Pit irr-specification (1) with observed 

frequency fit' defined: as f;t=nit_"nt w~ere "it is the number of house

holds· in· purchase- category i and "t. = :".it-' and taking the logarithm 
· .. - _ i-0 

of tha-- odds of"maldng~ choice:. f relative to the· zero purchase category,. 
. . . 

.-th•:.MN~ model can.-b• expressed as_ suggested by Parks as 
·- . . 

---- (Zl_: Tnt:f'1t_lr0t}': = s;x-1t.+ v1t+ uit· ·. i: I,. 2·,_ 3, 
. . . 
· · whera- .m- -additional erroe. ternr u.t associated with-

. , , 
·_frequencies, has been introduced: (U_it = ln(f';t/f0 t) -

the observed 

1 n (Pi t"Pot) ) ·-

The ·error· term Uit. has- traditionally been recognized (Theil, 1970) 

wftile--tha error term· Vit has more: recently been proposed by Amemiya 

and Nold in tha- binomial 1ogit model and by Parks in the MNL model. 



ThE!'. error- di stri buti on assumpti ans: for the model , fo 11 owing 
?arks, are 

-
(3) E(Vit) = E{Uit) = 0, 

(4) E(Vit-vjt') = a .. for 
1J t=t' for all i and j, 

- 0 for t;!t' for al 1 i and j, 

r r 1 1 -·+·-· 
Pot pot Pat · Plt 

(S) E[~itJ [Ult Uzt U3tI 1 1 1 1 1 
Pot 

-+·-
pot =n Pot Pzt , and u2t t. 

3t 
_L. 1 1 1 -+-· 
Pot Pot Pot P3t 

(6) E (Vit Ujt') =-0 for all i, j, t and·t' . 

. Expressi ans. {3) and { 4) are the usual contemporaneous carrel ati on 

assumptions for systems of simultaneous equations or seemingly unre

lated equations while equation (5) indicates the traditional error 

structure used to estimate the MNL model. 

The explanatory variables used in the analysis included the 

logarithms of the deflated prices of FCOJ and RTSOJ; the logarithm of 

deflated per capita income; a. summer-winter dummy variable taking a 

value of one from May through August; and. the lagged va 1 ue of the 

dependent: variable·, the -logarithm of the odds ratio. The latter 

varfable· was. included: to capture~ persistence. in· buying. or- inventor.y/ 

habi-t effects (Tilley). Prices and:· income were a.Tso. specified 

Tfnearly• out diet not fit. as- well as the· Togarithmic specification. 

s·erecttorr of' variables as we-ll as: the MNL model is based on previous 

· theoretfca l and applied work ('see Amemiya, 1981, and Madda 1 a for 

.·discuss.ion of the- MNL inodel and examples of· applied work). The MNL 

speci fi cation has al so received consi derab 1 e· attention in demand 



. • 

\ 
analysis in recent years (e.g •. ,. Bewely,. Bewely and. Young, 'ryrrell and 

Mount~ Cons.idine. and. Mount). A discussion of the discrete nature of 

the consumer choice is provided by Hanemann and Jackson. 

Consistent and asymptotically efficient estimates of the MNL 

model described above can be obtained as discussed by Parks. Briefly, 

the-. Parks: procedure- obtains consistent estimates: of equation (2) by 

·usfng, the: ord.inary least squares. (OLS). method, estimating· the MNL 

model covariance matrix using the OLS residuals and the observed 

frequencies, and. applying the generalized least squares method . 

(Details of the estimature procedure are given by Parks, pp. 298-299.) 

Data and Variables 

Monthly time-series data. on frequency of household purchases of 

the different orange juice- mixes (fit) were provided by NPD Research, 

Inc. The period analyzed was from December 1977 through August 1986, 

providing 105 observations. The NPD data were generated for the 

Florida. Department o.f Citrus from a diary-based survey of about 6,500 

households representative of the U.S. population. NPD also provided 

data. on prices of FCOJ and RTSOJ which were. used as explanatory 

variables. The prices are average retail price~ actually paid by the 

tiouseho lds in the· samp 1 e. The Survey of Current Business (U.S. 

Oe~artment o'f Cotmterce) provided data on· total U.S. personal income, 

the: consumer price index (CPI.), and the U.S-. population. The CPI was· 

· useci ta. deflate- the: price. and income data anct the U.S., population was 

used: tri construct the per- capita fncome data·. 

Results 

Initially~ consistent estimates of equation (2) were obtained 

using; the OLS- procedure. The. coefficients o·f determination for the 



- chotce- equations for- FCOJ on·ly, RTSOJ only, and· both FCOJ and RTSOJ 

were- .92'" ~73·: and .. 61, respectively. The. Durbin h-statistics indicate 

autocorrelation is not a problem (Appendix A). The OLS residuals for 

the choice equations were used in estimating the covariance matrix for 

the- MNL model .. 

I 

The- MNL estimates. based: on- the- Parks procedure are provided in 

Table: l. For- comparison,. the MNL estimates based: on the traditional 

procedure which ign~res the contemporaneous correlation indicated by 

equations (3) and (4) are provided in Appendix B. The Parks and 

traditional coefficient estimates are roughly comparable, but the 

consistent coeffi c.i ent standard error estimates for the tradi tiona 1 

approach exceed those for the Parks model, although only slightly in 

this: particular- case-. The coefficient standard error- results are we 11 

known (Theil, 1971, p. 238); the __ Tatter, . how~ver, is not necessari 1 y 

true when the contemporaneous correlations are ignored in estimating 

_the- coeffic.ient covariance matrix for the traditional model. In this 

i case, as shown in Appendix_ B, the coefficient standard errors are 

biased downward indicating the traditional model fits better than it 

actually does (a. discussion of the bias is provided by Parks, pp. 

300-302) •. 

. ., ·~ .... ·-· 

.. 
The results in· Tabla I indicate- how the different explanatory 

· variables affect the logarithm of the. odds OT making a particular 

choice- reTative to. the-, choice,, OT not consuming orange juice. As a . - . . . -- . 
. . 

basi's for- i"nterpretation, Tab-le Z shows trends in the frequencies and 

odds ratios under-lying the model. The- odds of choosing RTSOJ only 

and. both FCOJ. and RTSOJ have been increasing. over ti me wh i1 e- the odds 

or choosing FCOJ only hava- been decreasing. The mean odds ratios for 



FCOJ only,. RTSOJ. on 1 y,, and both" FCOJ an~ RTSOJ are • 480, • 219, and 

.071, respectively. 

In Tab 1 e 1, the- coefficient estimates for the seasona 1 dummy 

variable. which are statistically significant (a 5% level of 

significance is used. throughout the analysis),, indicate all three odds 

·ratios tend: to decrease in tha su1m1er.. The results ·indicate the 

FCOJ;.R.TSOJ' and FCOJ odds ratios: decrease in the su1m1er by about 8%and 

7%" respectively, while. tha RTSOJ odds: ratio decreases more-moderately 

by about 3%. (Hereafter,. FCOJ by itself refers to the FCOJ-only 

choice, RTSOJ by itself refers to the RTSOJ-only choice, and 

FCOJ-RTSOJ refers to the choice of FCOJ and RTSOJ.) Perhaps this 

result is related. to changes in household eating behavior during the 

sunmer as children are. le.t out of" schools, recreational activities 

increase, and vacations are taken. Myers and Liverpool found season 

of the year to affect orange juice demand and suggested that during 

the summer there is probably more substitution of lemonade and 

Kool-Ade. type drinks for frozen concentrates. The greater number of 

other substitutes during the summer, including the presence of 

Valencia and other juice oranges in the fresh market as well as the 

general ab1:1ndance of fresh fru.its and. vegetables, may al so be a 

· possible explanation. 

·Gfverr thes logarithmic: spec.ification· of equation (2), coefficients 

for the' other-· variables can· b~ fnterpreted as elasticities indicatinJ 

:percentage, changeS' in the odds. ratlo for- one-percent changes in the 

basis. variable values.. With thee Tagged. dependent variable treated as 

· a: predetermined vari ab 1 e, these el asti cities are actua 11 y short-run 

·elasti"cities; for prices and income-, long-run elasticity estimates can 



b_~ found by· dividing the. short-run· elastic.ity estimates by one minus 

the coeffi dent for- the· lagged. variable (Ti Tl ey). 

As reported. in Table 1, income has a. positive, significant effect 

on the odds for RTSOJ and FCOJ-RTSOJ with the elasticity estimates 

be.ing; 1 •. 225 and 1.051, respectively.. The. income elasticity for the 

adds:· for" FCOJ is not significantly different from zero. These 

resuJts·,. along with· the: expectation that income will tend to increase 

in· the. futura as in·. the. past·,. indicate that the trends • awards 

choosing RTSOJ and FCOJ-RTSOJ shown in Table 2 may continue. However, 

interpreting income as the causal factor should be treated cautiously. 

Other- demand factors not analyzed due to data limitations may be 

correlated with income with the result that the income variable may be 

picking up. the· jo.int impact of such· omitted demand factors. During 

the· period studied, the orange juice market · experienced increased 

marketing activity by new entrants and established firms. This 

activity may be related to the growth in RTSOJ market participation. 

Again, due to data limitations the impa~t of increased marketing 

activity could. not be measured. 

Consistent with theory, the own-price elasticities for the FCOJ 

and RTSoJ· odds are· -1.039- and. -.730, respect.ively, both significant. 

The FCOJ: and. RTSOJ price elasticities for the FCOJ-RTSOJ odds are both 

· negatfve, but insignificant. The-· RTSOJ cross.-price elasticity estimate 

. for., the-· FCQJ .. odds=· is positive: and: s.fgnificant at: 1.135, indicating a 

substitute, relationship·. Ort the other hand, the FCOJ cross-price 

e-lastic.ity for- the.- RTSOJ equation is. insignificant. 

· The pos.itive- and~significantlag estimates. indicate habit effects 

· . demi nate: inventory effects (Tilley, p·. 42;. Sexauer, p. 130). The 



coefficient estimates for the· lagged variables also indicate, the long

run· price and income, el asti city estimates, for the FCOJ, RTSOJ and 

FCOJ-RTSOJ odds ari 2.23, 2.29 and 1.69 times greater, respectively, 

tharr the. corresponding short~run el asti city estimates. Ninety-five 

percent of the long-run effect occurs in five months for the FCOJ and 

RTSOJ odds equations·-: For the FCOJ-RTSOJ odds equation, on 1 y three 

months: are required for ninety-five percent. of th8-' long-run effect to 

occur-. The results: show that the stronger the habi -:· effect,. the 

longer-the time period for the ninety-five percent long-run adjustment 

to occur. Strong habits imply price and income effects are less fully 

felt in the short run. 

In addition to directly indicating odds relations~ips for 

purchasing orange, j ui ce 7. the coeff i ci e·nts in Tab 1 e 1. can a 1 so be 

applied to given explanatory variable values to estimate the purchase 

probabilities defined in equation 1. The transformation to purchase 

probabilities allows direct analysis of how changes in the explanatory 

variables impact market parti ci pati on. The 1 atter might be more 

useful in the development and evaluation of marketing strategies. 

The results of the study are not directly comparable to findings 

reported elsewhere, although related findings are reported by Tilley.· 

TflTey,· used double, logari·thmic equations to estimate aemand 

relatfonships: for'"" the·· percent of families buying FCOJ and chil 1 ed 

orange: juice: (COJ) emp.Toyfng: monthly ·data. from January 1972. through 

January 1979.. COJ is the: dominant 'form· of RTSOJ.. The- relationships 

'for- FCOJ and. COJ. were estimated separately and not as part of a 

probability mode 1, in contrast to try a present study. Neverthe 1 ess, 

Tilley found that both own-price elasticities were negative with· the 



FCOJ price: elasticity 1 arger- than· tha.t for coJ·.. In the- present study, 

the:- own-pri;ce e 1 asti city for- the FCOJ odds was a-1 so found to exceed 

that for· the RTSOJ odds. The cross-price effects were insignificant 

in the: Tilley study, whereas, in the present study, the RTSOJ price 

was found ~o positively affect the FCOJ: t:Jdds·. In both studies, income 

was found tc· positively affect tha COJ or RTSOJ choica while not 

significantTy affec.tin~ the FCOJ chaica.. On the. other- hand, althoug_h 

·both studies. found habits positively affecting the COJ or RTSOJ 

choice, Tilley found a negative inventory effect for the FCOJ choice, 

in contrast to the findings presented in this·study. The latter may 

be related to different data employed. as well as different modeling 

approaches used. Substantial. changes: in the orange juice market have 

occurred since tha Tilley study •. This alone would sugg.est differences 

in· the findings. The differences may also be related to the use of 

more precise probability relationships in the present study. 

Concluding Comments 

Market participation is an important factor- underlying the demand 

for orange. juice and,. in particular, the major product forms of orange 

juice -- FCOJ and RTSOJ·. Application of the multinomial legit model 

ta frequency data on· number of households purchasing the different 

. 'forms. of oral"!ge, juice .. indicates seasonality, income, prices, and 

habits are: important-factors. in· tha household choice of p·roduct form. 
.. . 

The: odds or choosing FCOJ, RTSOJ ~r- FCOJ-RTSOJ relative to the choice 

of not consuming orange, juice, were estimated. to decrease in the summer 

by 7%,,. 3%,. and 8%,, respectively. The· income elasticity estimates for 

the0 RTSOJ odds: and the FCOJ-RTSOJ odds are both slightly over- 1 while 

income. does not significantly affect the FCOJ odds. The own-price 



elasticity estimates for the. FCOJ odds. and· the RTSOJ odds are· -l and 

- •. T~ respective-1 y. The price, elasticity estimates for- the FCOJ-RTSOJ 

odds were negative but insignificant. The cross-price estimates 
. 

suggest. the FCOJ odds are positively affected by the RTSOJ price while 

the: RTSOJ: odds are neutral with respect to the· FCOJ price. The odds 

in· the previous: period were· estimated to positively affect the present 

odds fol'"'all three choices, suggesting the presence of consumer habits 

irt purchasing orange juice. 

The analysis in this study offers more evidence ab~ut· the impor

tance of market participation for orange juice. With the development 

of probability models such as the multinomial logit model and the 

availability of frequency data, estimating market participation rela

tionships· has the potential to become an important part· of market 

analysis. An area where the· model might be useful is in the 

development of advertising and promotion programs. Incorporation of 

advertising/promotion program variables into the model would enable 

evaluation of the sensitivity of market participation and might be 

useful- in determining re 1 ative program weights for attracting new 

buyers and. increasing the demands of repeat bµyers. The advertising/ 

promotion program: variables could include measures of program 

expenditures: on different types of promot_ion as- well as: demographic 

·variables useful lrt targeting consumer groups. 



Table-\ •. Multinomial Legit Estimates: for- the Log Odds of· Purcl1asing 
FCOJ, RTSOJ ,. and Both FCOJ and RTSOJ, Relative to 
Nonconsumption of Orange Juice, Based on the Parks Model, 
Decembe~ 1977 to August 198& 

Dependent Variablea Independentb 
. Vartable . FCOJ . RTSO~ FCOJ-RTSOJ 

Constant: .. 541c -13.461 -11.878 
(3 •. 478)d (3.567) (6.207) 

Summer· -.068 -.028 -.084 
(.016) ( .014) (.028) 

Income -.111 1.225 1.051 
( .272) (.289) (.482) 

FCOJ Price -1.039 .071 -.443 
(.228) (.194) (.387) 

RTSOJ- Price,- 1.136' -.730 -.281 
(.221) (.218) (.383) 

Lag .551 .564 .409 
(.062) (.064) ( . 07 5) 

a: FCOJ ,. RTSOJ and FCOJ-RTSOJ are the 1 ogari thms of the odds of 
purchasing only FCOJ, only RTSOJ, and both FCOJ and RTSOJ relative 
to nonconsumption of orange juice, respectively. 

b Summer=· l for May through August, zero otherwise. 
Income.= logarithm of deflated per capita income. 
FCOJ· Pri ca : logarithm of the· deflated price of FCOJ. 
RTSOJ Price =- logarithm of the, deflated price of RTSOJ. 
Lag,·= the. Tagged dependent.variable-.. 

· C" Coefffci ent estimate •. 

_ · .. d. Asymptnti c standard. error estimate. 



Table 2. Sample Means and Selected. Data on Choice Frequencies and 
Odds: Ratios for Alternative Orange Juice Products 

Choice Category 
Year Nonconsumption of 

Orange Juice FCOJ 
Freq.a Oddsb Freq. Odds 

1978 .578 

1981 .566 

1985· .566 

Meanc .565 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

.300 

.284-

.233. 

.271 

.519 

.502 

.412 

.480 

RTSOJ 
Freq. Odds 

.090 

.113 

.155 

.124 

.156 

.200 

.274 

.219 

FCOJ-RTSOJ 
Freq. Odds 

.032 

.038 

.047 

.040 

.055 

.067 

.083 

.071 

n. 
a Monthly average household choice frequency, fi =-1..-, where n; is the 

number of households selecting category i. !n; 

b Odds of the choice relative to the choice of nonconsumption of 
orange juice. based on monthly frequency averages. 

cFor December- 1977 through August 1986 •. 



-·- ·-- - Appendix A 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates for the Log Odds of Purchasing FCOJ, 
RTSOJ, and Both FCOJ and RTSOJ, Re 1 ati ve to Nonconsumpti on of Orange 

- Juice, December 1977 to August 1986 
. . 

Depe~dent Variablea Independentb 
Variable, FCOJ.. RTSOJ FCOJ-RTSOJ 

Constant 2.029c -13.024· -13.985 
(3.502)d (3.716) (6.259) 

Summer -.081 -.028 -.094 
(.017) (.014) (.029) 

Income -.249 1.191 1.241 
( .274} (.304} ( .488) 

FCOJ. Pri·ce, -1~180 .050 -.314 
(.232) (.196") ( . 390) 

RTSOJ Price 1.319 -.707 -.566 
{ .229) (.229) (.396) 

Lag .421 .574 .262 
( .07'1-} (.073) (.095) ..., ____ 

-----------------~----------------------------------------Rz .73 .92 .61 

Durbin h Statistics ~72 .86 1.16 

a.FCOJ,..RTSOJ. and. FCOJ-RTSOJ ara th& logarithms of the odds of 
purchasing; only FCOJ,. only RTSOJ, and both FCOJ and RTSOJ relative 

. ta; nonccnsumption; ~f orange. juice,. respectively. 

b ~Ulllner = l for May through August, zero otherwise. 
rncome- = rogar·ithm: o-f deflated· per capita income •. 
FCOJ. Pric~ = Togari thm of the deflated· pri ca of FCOJ. 
RTSOJ. Pri ca =- T ogari thm-. of the deflated. price· o'f RTSOJ. 

··Lag= the Tagged. dependent variable. 

c: Coefficient estimate. 

d. Standard error- estimate •. 
.~ 



~ppendix 8 

Multinomial Legit. Estimates for the Log Odds of Purchasing FCOJ, 
RTSOJ, and both FCOJ and RTSOJ, Relative to Nonconsumption of Orange 
J~ice, Based on the Traditional Model, December 1977 to August 1986 

Dependent Variablea Independentb 
Variable: FCOJ RTSOJ FCOJ-RTSOJ 

Constant C -11. 784 -13.400 .603 d 
(1.396",l.494} (2.123,3.626) (2.982,6.257) 

Summer -.078 -.025 -.102 
( .001·, .017) ( . 008,. 014) ( .014, .029) 

Income -.129 1.062 1.192 
( .109, .273) ( .172, .294) ( .231, .487) 

FCOJ Price -l.196 .072 -.394 
(.092·,,.230) (.110,.195) {.179,.391) 

RTSOJ Price 1.313 -.616 -.449 
( .091, .225) ( . 129 , . 222 ) ( .185, .392) 

Lag .464 .627 .307 
( .028, .068) ( .041, .067) ( • 045, . 087) 

a FCOJ, RTSOJ, and FCOJ-RTSOJ are the 1 ogari thms of the odds of 
purchasing only FCOJ, only RTSOJ, and both FCOJ and RTSOJ relative 
to nonconsumption of orange juice, respectively. · 

b SUJJ111er = 1 for May through August, zero otherwise. 
Income.= logarithm of deflated per capita income • 

. FCOJ Price = 1 ogari thm of the deflated price of FCOJ. 
RTSOJ Pri ca = 1 ogari thm o'f tha deflated price of RTSOJ •. 
Lag_=- the- lagged dependent variable •. 

c Coeffic.i ent estimate·. 

ct Asymptotic· standard error estimate:: first entry is based ·on the 
tradit.ional model error structure; second entry is based on the 
Parks model error structure (for- discussion, see Parks). 

----------------- -----
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